Koblenz

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Denkmal

Koblenz, at the junction of the Rhine (foreground) and Moselle, has been
an important location for Romans, Germans and French.

Koblenz
Koblenz has one of German’s
superb locations and is the
best base to visit worldheritage cultural sites and
board river cruises past castles
and wine country.

It is hard to imagine a better base to explore
the culture of the middle Rhine and Moselle
valleys than Koblenz. The natural, Roman
and medieval heritage of the middle Rhine
upstream of the city, the fortress Ehrenbreit
stein, parts of the city and attractions such as
the pristine medieval castle Marksburg and
Loreley rock have earned the region UNESCO
heritage listing. Marksburg, above the small
town of Braubach, is one of Germany’s most
faithfully maintained castles.
The spur on the east Rhine bank that dom
inates Koblenz, site of the mighty Ehren
breitstein, was first fortified long before Roman
times. But the military post set up in 8BCE
provides a convenient birth date for today’s
German city. The location has always been
strategic and the river junction was the source
of the Latin identity ad confluentes and later
German and French names for the city. The
Roman frontier Limes Germanicus lay just to
the east, roads criss-crossed the site and the
Rhine was bridged using timber.
The Romans left Koblenz in the 5th cent
ury and were replaced by the Franks, who set
up a royal court. Medieval Koblenz was forti
fied, a wall built in the 13th century enclosing
a much larger area than the late 4th century
Roman wall on the Moselle and making a
rough triangle along the Rhine and Moselle
banks.
The Deutsches Eck quarter was used by the
Teutonic Knights and the city was part of the
shortlived first Rhenish league, but for almost
800 years, apart from interruptions by war,
the territory was under the control of Trier’s
elector-archbishops.
The role of the Trier archbishops in the
building of the 9th century church of St Kastor,
which honours a Moselle saint, is evident from
early records. It was at the church that the r oyal
brothers Charles the Bald, Lothar and Louis
the German negotiated through represent
atives the partition of the empire of their
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Tourist information: Forum Confluentes, Zentralplatz (tel 0261-1291610, M-Su 10-18).
Accommodation service: tel 0261-1291610, email touristinformation@koblenz-touristik.de.
Money: Sparkasse Koblenz, Schloßstraße 51 (M-F 9-16.30, Sa 9.30-14); Commerzbank,
Altlöhrtor 13 (M, W & F 9-13, 14-16 Tu & Th 9-13, 14-18); Postbank Finanzcenter,
Bahnhofplatz 16 (M-F 9-18.30, Sa 9-13.30); Postbank Finanzcenter, Am Wöllershof 2
(M-F 9.30-13, 14-18.30); Volksbank, Hohenzollernstraße 117 (M-W 8.30-16, Th 8.30-17,
F 8.30-15).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof ground floor (€4/3).
Transit information: Koblenzer Verkehrsbetriebe, Schützenstraße 80 (tel 0261-40220000),
VRM information hotline (M-Su 8-20, tel 0800-5986986).
Post: Bahnhofplatz 16 (M-F 9-18.30, Sa 9-13.30); Am Wöllershof 2, (M-F 9-18, Sa 9-13).
Internet: Starbucks Coffee, Forum Mittelrhein, Zentralplatz (M-F 7-20, Sa 9-20.30, Su 1018; Schäfer Dein Bäcker, Hauptbahnhof (M-F 5.30-19, Sa 6.30-18, Su 7.30-18).
Laundry: Eco-Express Waschsalon, Bahnhofstraße 22 (M-Sa 6-22); Eco-Express
Waschsalon, Gartenstrasse 10 (M-Sa 6-21); Wäscherei Gudrun, Hohenzollernstraße 95
(M-F 7.30-12.30, 13.30-17).
Police: tel 110; Moselring 10 (tel 0261-1030).
Pharmacy: Görres Apotheke, 66B Löhrstraße (M-F 8.30-18, Sa 9-18); Schloß Apotheke,
Schloßstraße 17 (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-16); Apotheke Am Ring, corner Moselring and Löhrstrasse
(M-F 8-19, Sa 9-14); Rosen Apotheke, Löhrstraße 139 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 8.30-13).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Katholisches Klinikum Marienhof, Rudolf-Virchow-Straße 7 (tel 0261-4960).
grandfather Charlemagne. Their agreement
became the Treaty of Verdun in 843, beginning
the process that laid down the national
divisions of modern Europe.
The city walls were reinforced early in
the 17th century with bastions and extensive
double ditches. But these could not prevent
the garrison being overwhelmed, or the city
being retaken by imperial troops, during the
Thirty Years War. In the Napoleonic period,
the French took over Koblenz and made it a
regional capital, shaping a spirited Rhenish
regional consciousness that survives today in
the concept of Schängel – sons of French fa
thers born to Koblenz women. After the 1815
Congress of Vienna, the city passed to Prussia.
The Prussians built a network of fortifica
tions ringing the city, north and south of the
Moselle and east of the Rhine between 1815
and 1832, rebuilding and extending Ehren
breitstein. The fortress’s might and position
impressed the greats: Byron lauded it in verse,

Turner painted it repeatedly and Moby-Dick
author Herman Melville used it as a metaphor
of power. But after Germany’s defeats in both
world wars, the French returned as occupiers.
Altstadt
Zentralplatz, dominated by the gleaming
rounded triangle of Forum Confluentes, is the
starting point for an old town stroll.
Walk north on Görgenstraße, then west
on Am Plan – on the line of the Roman wall
– where Baroque 18th century buildings sur
vive along the northern side of the square, to
Marktstraße, where the four corner buildings
with corner oriels known as the Vier Türme
stand.
Walk north on Marktstraße to Münzplatz,
whose name recalls the coin minting that took
place on the site until 19th century. The Aus
trian statesman Klemens von Metternich was
born at No.7, now called Haus Metternich.
Walk north again on Paradies to Burgstraße,
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where the old archepiscopal castle Alte Burg
stands to the left. Burgstraße leads east to
Florinsmarkt, site of the medieval Florins

kirche, the 17th century Renaissance Bürres
heimer Hof at No.13, and two late Gothic
buildings, the clock-towered 15th century
Altes Kaufhaus at No.11 and the 16th century
Schöffenhaus at No.9.
From Florinsmarkt, Mehlgasse leads south
to the medieval Liebfrauenkirche. Braugasse
runs 100m south-east to Entenpfuhl, which
leads – following the line of the Roman wall
– 40m north-east to the narrow laneway east
to Jesuitenplatz, occupied by the Jesuit order
from Renaissance times until late in the 18th
century and now the Christmas market cen
tre. Here the order built a church and a large
school on the south side, later the Rathaus.
The arched portal beneath leads south to
the small Willi-Hörter-Platz, site of Renais
sance and Baroque buildings of the Jesuit
ensemble and the Schängelbrunnen fountain,
with its sculpture of an impudent boy, a sym
bol of Rhenish culture. Gymnasiastraße and
Casinostraße lead south back to Zentralplatz.
Information
The Koblenz-Touristik information office
(M-Su 10-18) is in the Forum Confluentes
complex at Zentralplatz 1. An Infopunkt is on
the west side of the Busbahnhof, opposite the
Hauptbahnhof.
The Koblenz-Touristik English website
www.koblenz-tourism.com has plenty of infor
mation for visitors, but for an English brochure
or map downloadable in PDF format, consult
the German website www.koblenz-touristik.de
and scroll down under the Service menu to
click ‘Prospektbestellung’. The hard-copy
map and short guide in English costs €0.50.
To trace remnants of the Koblenz fortress
network, get the tourist map Festungsstadt
Koblenz (in German, downloadable from
the ‘Lageplan Festungssystem’ link at www.
koblenz-touristik.de/kultur/festungsstadtkoblenz.html). Koblenz’s vertical red signs
and direction posts help point out the sights
and provide helpful distance information.
Transport
Local and regional fares are set by Verkehrs
verbund Rhein-Mosel (www.vrminfo.de/en).
Concession fares apply for children aged 6-14.
Rail: The city offers a choice of rail stations,
but the chief ones are Koblenz Hauptbahn
hof and Koblenz Stadtmitte, the second being
more convenient for reaching central accom
modation for passengers using regional trains.
Koblenz-Ehrenbreitstein station is on the
Rhine east bank, below the fortress, with
trains connecting with Cologne and CologneBonn airport (take buses 8-10).
The Deutsche Bahn Reisezentrum (M-Tu
6-20, W-Th 7-19, F 7-20, Sa 8-17, Su 9-17.30)
is in the Hauptbahnhof main hall. The DB
Information counter (M-Su 6-23.30) is adjacent.
The MittelrheinBahn ServiceCenter (M-F
9.30-18, Sa 9-14, tel 0261-98887070 M-Sa
8-18) at Emil-Schüller-Straße 37 has time
tables and fare information for regional trains
operating between Cologne and Mainz and
neighbouring regional traffic.
Rhine west bank express services between
Mainz (about 55 minutes from Koblenz) and
Cologne (about one hour) run once or twice
per hour. DB regional services to Cologne
run up to five times per hour, stopping at

Different histories lie behind the four 17th century towers
with corner oriels, known as Vier Türme, at the meeting
of Am Plan, Marktstraße, Löhrstraße and Altengraben
in the pedestrian zone. One, for almost three centuries
a pharmacy, was dedicated to St Petrus, one was for
almost two centuries the city guardhouse, decorated with
muskets, other weapons and insignia. The towers were
built by the Koblenz townspeople and rebuilt from 1689,
probably by the regional architect Johann Christoph
Sebastiani, after their destruction in fighting against the
French – the Zum Grünen Baum tower is dated 1692.
Only one survived a World War II air raid, but their impor
tance demanded a rebuilding effort and they are now part
of the UNESCO middle Rhine world heritage listing.
Koblenz’s first church was built on today’s Am Plan in the 5th
century, using a 4th century Roman hall. In the 8th century a
bigger church was built. In the 12th and 13th centuries it was
enlarged into the Romanesque parish church Liebfrauenkirche
(M-Su 8.30-17, apart from services) enlarged the structure
and added the present towers, embellished in 17th century
Baroque by Johann Christoph Sebastiani. The choir is 15th
century Gothic and there are Renaissance tombs. In the 1950s
the e arlier saddle-roof profile and Gothic stellar vaulting were
restored after war damage. The beautiful interiors were restored
in 2000. The Baroque Michaelskapelle on the south side
belonged to an adjacent graveyard. The 18th century rectory
Pfarrhaus Liebfrauen on Florinsmarkt nearby marks the site of
a Frankish royal residence built over part of the Roman wall.
The 11th century Romanesque church Florinskirche
(May-early Oct M-Su 10.30-17.30) at Florinsmarkt, with
regionally typical features, succeeded one a century older
built for the relics of St Florin. The saint is depicted over the
south portal. The Gothic east choir was added in the 14th
century. Basalt bands are features of the towers. The Gothic
interior paintings belong to this period and paintings behind
the main altar show the martyrdom of St Agatha and St Mar
grete. After the 1688 French invasion a cannonball was built
into the repair work in the vault above the baptismal font as a
memorial. The church was a collegiate church – apart from a
stretch as a French warehouse – until the early 19th century,
when it became the first Evangelical church of the region. It
was rebuilt in 1950-51 after World War II bombing.
The Alte Burg site was occupied by an early Roman cir
cular fort on the city’s wall. The first castle, completed on
the site of a 12th century residence in 1307, was used for a
generation by the Trier elector-archbishops, largely as pro
tection from a townsfolk seeking self-government. The issue
led to fighting, but the princes prevailed, extending their
defences with a moat and curtain wall – since demolished.
The castle was extended between the 16th and 18th cent
uries, acquiring Baroque tower features, and was designated
the archbishops’ principal seat, but during this process they
moved their residence to Ehrenbreitstein. The castle, long a
factory, is now the city archive. The building also guarded
the old basalt bridge Balduinbrücke across the Moselle,
built in the mid-14th century by the archbishop Balduin von
Luxemburg and more than 300m long. It was updated and
repaired after flood damage over centuries and gate towers
each side were removed late in the 18th century. A section blown up by retreating
German troops was repaired in the late 1940s and most of the northern part was rebuilt
to accommodate a canal in the 1960s. About 50m to the east were found the remains of
the Roman timber pile bridge built for the Rhine road.
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 oblenz Hauptbahnhof; about one hourly stops
K
at Stadtmitte. Regional (including MittelrheinBahn) direct trains run hourly to and from
Cologne (70-90 minutes), Bonn or BonnBeuel. Regional trains to Cologne Bonn air
port (80 minutes) run hourly from KoblenzEhrenbreitstein. Hourly trains run to and from
Trier (about 90 minutes) and Cochem.
Bus: FlixBus direct services include KoblenzCologne Bonn airport (1¾ hours, three or
four times daily), Koblenz-Frankfurt (2¼
hours), Koblenz-Mainz (1¼ hours), KoblenzLuxembourg/Luxemburg (2½ hours) and
Koblenz-Trier (1¾ hours).
VRM regional buses converge on Bahnhof
platz and long-distance buses use stops at the
south end of the Busbahnhof at Bahnhofplatz,
near the DB Rhein-Mosel-Bus Kundencenter
at Neversstraße 8 (tel 0261-29683468). The
regional buses connect Koblenz with Cochem
(and Treis-Karden and Moselkern, change
points for Burg Eltz buses) and Boppard.
Cruise ships: Cruising from Cologne, Bonn
or Mainz with KD Deutsche Rheinschiffahrt
(www.k-d.com/de) is another arrival or depar
ture option. Mainz-Cologne services from late
April to early October are scenic routes offer
ing castles and vineyards at a photographic
pace. On upstream cruises (mid Jul-mid Aug
only) it is possible to reach Koblenz upstream
with an overnight link at Linz. Further trips are
possible as far as Boppard or Rüdesheim.
City transit: Local buses are operated by
Koblenzer Verkehrsbetriebe (www.koveb.
de). Tickets are available from drivers but
can be conveniently bought in blocks at the
tourist centre at Forum Confluentes. Buses
converge on the Busbahnhof at Bahnhofplatz,
the Löhr-Center shopping complex near Stadt
mitte, and Zentralplatz/Forum and several
circulate between the three. Bus 1 services
Deutsches Eck.
Single tickets (€2/1.20), day tick
ets (€4.40), three-day tickets (€8.80) or
week tickets (€15.40) apply in the Koblenz
inner area. Fares for journeys including central
Koblenz and Ehrenbreitstein, or Koblenz and
Stolzenfels, are €3.10/1.85, day tickets €6.30.
Cable car/lift: Seilbahn Koblenz (www.
seilbahn-koblenz.de/homepage.html, Apr-Oct
M-Su 9.30-19 or later, Dec-Jan & Mar 9.3017.30 or later) takes visitors to Festung Ehren
breitstein from the Rhine bank station behind
Basilika St Kastor. Return trips cost €11/5
(children are 7-17), families €25 for two
adults and up to four children, €15 for one
adult and four children. The ride can be com
bined with entry to the fortress and exhibitions
(€14.80/6.60, families €31). Return rates after
18.00 are €8/4.50. Take bus 1 to Deutsches
Eck. For one-way trips (€8/4.50) the return
would be by walking down to the nearby
ferry, to the Mühlental stop of bus 9 on Aren
berger Straße, or the Pfaffendorfer bridge.
The shorter rail lift Schrägaufzug Ehren
breitstein (schraegaufzug-ehrenbreitstein.de,
M-Su 6-1, €4/2.50 single, €6/3.50 or €10.80/
5.80 return combination entry ticket) runs
from Obertal up the hill to the castle terrace.
Take bus 9, N9 or 10 to Festungsaufzug/DJH.
Ferry: The Ehrenbreitstein ferry (Easter-Oct
M-Su 8.30-18.30) is the best way to cross
between Koblenz-Ehrenbreitstein station and
the Rhine west bank and offers another option
for fortress visits. The crossings (€2/1) operate
from landing 7 (last departure Ehrenbreitstein
at 18.20).

The octagonal Pegelhaus on Konrad-Adenauer-Ufer
was built as a crane for loading Rhine ships in 1611
by the fortress builder Johann Pasqualini. But its name
today comes from its main function after 1839, when
it was used to gauge water levels in an area prone
to flooding. In winter 1651, the water reached about
9.5m. Today the building is also used as a cafe and
restaurant. The gauge is one of 22 positioned along the
Rhine for navigational use.
Koblenz’s oldest church, Basilika St Kastor (M-Su 9-18, apart
from services) in Kastorstraße, started as a collegiate church.
It was built to honour a Moselle saint, patron of Koblenz, who
is sculpted above the main portal. A Roman fortification, then
a small temple, had existed on the site. The role of the Trier
archbishops in the first church’s building is evident from early
records and parts of that structure can be glimpsed in the lower
storeys of the west towers. A monastery developed and became
an important imperial meeting place. On the site, in the 9th
century, the Frankish royal brothers Charles the Bald, Lothar
and Louis the German negotiated through representatives the
partition of the empire of their grandfather Charlemagne, start
ing the process of shaping the states of modern Europe. Roman
esque 12th century architecture extended the church. Inside,
Gothic elements such as stellar vaults are mixed with Roman
esque arches and dwarf galleries. The archbishop Kuno II von
Falkenstein is one of the burials, behind which is a niche with early Gothic wall painting.
Extensive 1944 bombing damage to the church was repaired and it is now a Catholic
parish church, named a minor basilica in 1991. A garden behind shows boards explaining
recent discoveries of Roman Koblenz in the precinct. Take bus 1 to Deutsches Eck.
The knights of the Teutonic Order came
to the Rhineland in the early 13th cen
tury at the invitation of the archbishop
Theodorich von Wied and were given St
Kastor monastery land at the confluence
of the Rhine and Moselle and control of
the hospital of St Nikolaus, already more
than a century old. The order’s German
name, Deutscher Orden, was applied to
the ‘corner’ spot now called Deutsches
Eck. The Renaissance Deutschherrenhaus standing today was rebuilt as the
only survivor of heavy World War II
bombing and is used today by the Ludwig
Museum. Take bus 1 to Deutsches Eck.
The junction of the Rhine and the Moselle, Deutsches
Eck, was formerly known as Deutscher Ordt after the
Teutonic Order knights. The spot held nationalistic signif
icance from the late 19th century and the unity monu
ment Kaiser-Wilhelm-Denkmal, honouring the former
governor and first Prussian-German emperor Wilhelm I,
was erected in 1897, with a 14m equestrian statue. The
statue, all but destroyed in 1945, was restored in 1992.
The territories of the former Prussian-German empire are
listed on the base. Take bus 1 to Deutsches Eck.
The late 18th century Neoclassical palace
Kurfürstliches Schloß, also known as
Schloß Koblenz, at Clemensplatz was
designed by the French architects Pierre
d’Ixnard and Antoine-Francois Peyre and
built for the last elector-archbishop of
Trier, Clemens Wenzeslaus von Sachsen.
But the archbishop was forced to escape a
few years later by the arrival of the French
army. The French used the building as a
military hospital but after the Prussian
takeover of Koblenz it was used by the
Prussian king Friedrich Wilhelm IV and his son, the region’s governor (later Wilhelm I).
Magnificent gardens were laid out, accommodating a sculpture of father Rhine and
mother Moselle. Peter Joseph Lenné, famous for Berlin and Potsdam gardens, laid out
the Terrassengarten along the Rhine promenade. Fire destroyed the structure in 1944,
after which it was rebuilt for government use and the vestibule was restored.
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KoblenzCard
The benefit card (€9.80) is valid for 24 hours
and covers public transport in Koblenz city and
inner area (including Schloß Stolzenfels) and
Saturday Altstadt tours, attracts 50% discount
on entry to Romanticum, Mittelrhein Museum
Koblenz and Ludwig Museum im Deutsch
herrenhaus, 20% discount on Ehrenbreitstein
entry and adult cable car return fares (or com
bined tickets), 20% discount on Schloß Stolzen
fels entry, 20% discount on cruises with KD
Rheinschiffahrt, Marksburgschiffahrt Vom
fell and Personenschiffahrt Merkelbach (see
below).
Tours
A two-hour weekly tour of the Altstadt in
English (Apr-Oct, Sa 15.00, €8/4) starts at the
tourist office at Forum Confluentes, covering
old town streets, Basilika St Kastor, the Lieb
frauenkirche and Deutsches Eck. The 10.30
daily tours are in German only.
Cruises
Day trips on both rivers are available from
several cruise lines 
departing KonradAdenauer-Ufer near Deutsches Eck. Gener
ally cruise lines ask passengers to board 1015 minutes before departure.
KD Deutsche Rheinschiffahrt (tel 02212088318, www.k-d.com/de) offers daily scenic
cruises (early Apr-early Oct) from KonradAdenauer-Ufer landings 4 and 5. On the Rhine,
single/return Koblenz-Braubach (€24/26),
Koblenz-Boppard (€28/30) and KoblenzSt Goar/St Goarshausen (past the Loreley,
€41/43) tours are offered. Return Moselle trips
to C
 ochem (late May-early Oct, F-Su 9.45,
adult €48, children 4-13 €6, families €72)
are available, returning to Koblenz at 20.00.
Some adult cruise tickets are offered as an
Ehrenbreitstein-
Seilbahn combination pack
age. For KD cruises from Cologne, Bonn or
Mainz, see above.
Gilles Personenschifffahrt (tel 0261-63127,
www.gilles-personenschifffahrt.de), using
landings 2 and 9, offers a variety of return
trips on various days of the season (May-Sep),
cruising up or downstream to destinations such
as Andernach, Linz, Bacharach, Boppard and
Konigswinter. One-hour return cruises past
Burg Lahneck and Schloß Stolzenfels depart
Koblenz four or five times daily (Easter-Oct,
€9, children 6-12 with families €2, children
up to 6 with families free). Similar fares apply
to cruises of the Altstadt and downstream to
Vallendar, or a €12 ticket covers both cruises.
Adult tickets as an Ehrenbreitstein-Seilbahn
combination package cost €19. There are also
Advent weekend cruises.
Marksburgschiffahrt Vomfell (tel 026282431, www.marksburgschiffahrt-vomfell.de)
offers two-hour cruises (mid Apr-Oct 11.00
and 14.00) from landing 10. These take in
views of Burg Lahneck, Schloß Stolzenfels
and the Königsstuhl and offer plenty of time to
explore the Marksburg. The fare (€13.50 per
passenger) can be extended to breakfast (€19),
coffee (€16.50), a welcome drink with canapes
(€24.80), lunch (€26.80) or Ehrenbreitstein
(with Seilbahn ticket, €25) specials.
Personenschiffahrt Merkelbach (tel 026176810, www.merkelbach-personenschiffe.de)
offers similar cruises (early Apr-Oct) twice
daily from landing 8 near the Pegelhaus, cruis
ing 1¾-hour round trips to Schloß Stolzenfels
and Burg Lahneck, to Marksburg at Braubach

MUSEUMS
For a full list of Koblenz museums, visit www.koblenz-tourism.com/culture. For
discount offers, see KoblenzCard above.
Landesmuseum Koblenz (Apr-Oct M-Su
10-18, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-17, €14.40/6.60,
families €19 or €31) in Festung
Ehrenbreitstein is the regional
museum, housing separate divisions:
cultural history with technology and a
multimedia presentation on the fortified
history of the site, an archaeology
museum including Roman finds, a
museum of photography and a museum
of winegrowing history. There are also
special exhibitions. Historical gardens
represent epochs from the Neolithic to
the Middle Ages in the region.
Rhein-Museum Koblenz (Tu-F 10-17, Sa-Su 12.30-16, €6/3), at Charlottenstraße
53A near the Ehrenbreitstein station, combines cultural history and the story
of human settlement and river navigation (with a section on steam engines),
fishing, castles and Rhine Romanticism including paintings. Take bus 8-10 or the
Ehrenbreitstein ferry to Ehrenbreitstein.
Mittelrhein Museum Koblenz (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/4, children 12 and under free),
in the Forum Confluentes complex at Zentralplatz, covers religious art, portraiture
and sculpture (most works from the 16th century on) and special exhibitions (€8/6,
combined exhibits €12/8). The chief interest for most visitors will be in historical
views of Koblenz and the middle Rhine, especially its castles, palaces and
churches. Take bus 1, 5, 6, 8 or 9 to Zentralplatz.
Romanticum Koblenz (M-Su 10-18, €6/1, families €10) in the Forum Confluentes
takes interactivity to new levels. Visitors can create their own internet page by
saving information to a card as they go or take a virtual steamer cruise past the
middle Rhine castles. The stories of legends and historical personalities can be
followed and singers can record the song of the Loreley. Take bus 1, 5, 6, 8 or 9 to
Zentralplatz.
Ludwig Museum im Deutschherrenhaus Koblenz (Tu-Sa 10.30-17, Su 11-18,
€6/4, children under 12 free, families €10) is a collection of French and German
contemporary art in the rebuilt Renaissance building used by the Teutonic Order.
Sculpture appears in the outdoor garden. Take bus 1 to Deutsches Eck and enter
via the walled garden.
Wehrtechnische Studiensammlung Koblenz (M-Su 9.30-16.30, €3,
www.vffwts.de/en) at Mayener Straße 85 puts military technology, especially army
technology, on display in a scientific collection. A few air force and naval exhibits
are displayed. Vehicles start with a late World War I tank and include NATO tanks
and the German World War II Jagdpanther, Kübelwagen and Schwimmwagen.
Personnel protection items, historical armour and uniforms, small arms technology
and night vision imaging systems are all displayed. Proof of identity is necessary
for entry. Take bus 5 or 15 to Langemarckplatz.
In an educational complex built out into the Moselle, Mosellum (Th-Su 10-17,
entry free) at Peter-Altmeier-Ufer 1 offers an experiential look at aquatic life in the
river with a focus on fish migration in the larger picture of biodiversity. Interactive
exhibits are aimed at children. Take bus 3 or 13 to Ludwig-Erhard-Straße and
walk to the river on Ludwig-Erhard-Straße and Pastor-Klein-Straße.
DB Museum Koblenz (Feb-Jun & mid Sep-Dec Sa 10-16, Jul-Sep Tu-Su 10-16,
€3/1.50, families €6) at Schönbornsluster Straße 14 has a collection of more
than 90 rail vehicles, including locomotives and carriages going back to the 19th
century and ride-on and tabletop model layouts. Take bus 354 to DB Museum or
370 to Rheinkaserne.
(€8 one-way, €12 return, EhrenbreitsteinSeilbahn package €24). Twice-daily one-hour
return cruises to Schloß Stolzenfels are €9
(Ehrenbreitstein-Seilbahn package €20.50).
Views
The most spectacular view of Koblenz
and Deuts ches Eck is from the Festung
Ehrenbreits tein terrace, where the pano
rama stretches many kilometres, or the cable
cars of Seilbahn Koblenz leading up to the
fortress. From above, it’s easy to see the con
trast between the usually greenish Rhine and
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darker Moselle. A rooftop inner-city view
from F
 orum Confluentes is available using
the glass lift (€1).
Parks & gardens
The Rheinanlagen green strip along KonradAdenauer-Ufer and the Rhine west bank
stretches 3.5km south from Deutsches Eck,
where is a small walled garden surrounding
the Deutschherrenhaus and its museum. The
strip includes Kurfürstliches Schloß, where
there is a peaceful spot, and the green lawns in
front of the palace are also public space.

Markets
Altstadt open-air markets (Tu & Th 8-14) take
place in Schloßstraße, offering fresh produce,
bread, food delicacies and hot foods.

One of Europe’s biggest surviving fortress complexes is Festung Ehrenbreitstein (AprOct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-17, €7/3.50, families €8.50/15, Seilbahn Koblenz
or Schrägaufzug Ehrenbreitstein combination tickets available). The ridge almost 120m
above the Rhine opposite the old town has been strategically fortified over three mill
ennia. A castle was built about 1000, called Burg Ehrenbertstein after its noble builder,
later called Ehrenbreitstein. By the 12th century the archbishops of Trier used it to
dominate restless townsfolk. Bastions were added and the complex enlarged from the 16th
to the 18th centuries, mainly as a bulwark against united France, showing the mindset
of the fragmented Germany. The Baroque palace Schloß Philippsburg was built below
on the Rhine and was Trier’s electoral residence from 1632 until 1786. The fortress was
given a third ring of fortifications by Balthasar Neumann about 1730 and proved militarily
impregnable until 1759, when it was held by French troops for three years. At this point it
had a tall keep, unlike today. For more than a century, the fortress guarded the Holy Robe
of Trier. The French revolutionary army carried out a successful siege late in the 18th
century and blew up the fortifications and most of Schloß Philippsburg before leaving in
1801. The palace was demolished, leaving only the chambers of the so-called dicastery,
designed by Neumann, and the stables. Later the French, under the terms of the 1815
Vienna settlement, subsidised a new Prussian-built fortress, today’s Ehrenbreitstein. The
warren of passages, courtyards, chambers and casemates of this multi-level complex has
to be experienced from the inside. In parts, internal walls reach more than 10m high. The
structure served at various times as artillery base, army headquarters, barracks and jail.
The US occupied it from 1919 and 1923 under the World War I settlement, after which
the French returned for several years. German anti-aircraft batteries were in place late
in World War II. The outer fortress area and restaurants are open until midnight outside
festival times. Today, the fortress houses the regional museum Landesmuseum Koblenz
(see the Museums section) and the city’s youth hostel. A 40-point audio guide is available.
Take Seilbahn Koblenz from Konrad-Adenauer-Ufer, or bus 9, 10 or 460 to Festungsaufzug/
DJH and ride the Schrägaufzug Ehrenbreitstein cars up the hill.
In the Prussian period, Ehrenbreitstein became the
strongpoint of an even larger fortification project
protecting Koblenz and its trade and transport
routes from France. More than a dozen separate
forts, batteries or other works formed a network
surrounding the city approaches, river confluence
and bridges. Several of these, such as Fort
Großfürst Konstantin (1827) above the city’s
main railway station, Feste Kaiser Franz in Lützel
north of the Moselle and remnants of the Feste Kaiser Alexander built to protect the
city centre, are easy to find today (to trace everything, get the tourist map Festungsstadt
Koblenz) and some have been preserved. Fort Konstantin, built over a Carthusian
monastery, was used as a bunker in World War II and as residential accommodation until
the 1960s. Much has been restored since the 1990s. The casemates now house an exhib
ition on Koblenz during World War II (May-Oct Sa 10-13) and the Kehlturm bastion is
a Karneval museum (Apr-Oct Sa-Su 14-17). Take bus 2 or 12 to Fort Konstantin.
Picture © Holger Weinandt, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Germany
The so-called Löwentor gateway, at the corner of Am
Löwentor and Am Spitzberg, is the main portal and bestpreserved survival of the huge Feste Kaiser Alexander
(1822), a cornerstone of the vast Koblenz defence
network. The cast-iron ‘lions’ are griffins. As part of
Prussia’s post-Napoleonic fortification, the general Ernst
Ludwig von Aster took command of Koblenz and Claudius Franz Joseph Le Bauld de
Nans was commissioned to design a fortress with 500m sides over the 170m heights. The
star-plan fortress, more than twice the area of Ehrenbreitstein, was named after Prussia’s
ally, the tsar Alexander I. There were casemates, outer ditches almost 20m wide and more
than 200 gun emplacements, which could attack Moselle or Rhine shipping or destroy r iver
bridges. The Koblenz defences were not garrisoned after 1890. They were demolished or
disabled by the French under the Versailles Treaty and parts used for refuge housing after
World War II were destroyed in the 1960s. Only the portal, some walls, ramparts and a
battery remain, although the plan is outlined by local streets. Take bus 2 to Löwentor.
Picture © Holger Weinandt, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Germany

Events
The pre-Lent Karneval days from Weiberfast
nacht (Shrove Thursday) to Ash Wednesday in
February or early March are the main period
of Rhenish street parades and costume parties.
The highlight is the 5km Rosenmontag (Rose
Monday) costume parade through the streets
of Koblenz, the biggest single event in the
city’s calendar. The festival season means
other attractions may be closed.
The Koblenzer Sommerfest, on a week
end early in August, includes three days of
live music, especially world music, along the
Rheinanlagen and around Deutsches Eck, and
music in Festung Ehrenbreitstein. These are
supported by a wine garden, a water festival
and a night of fireworks.
The Advent-Christmas market Koblenzer
Weihnachtsmarkt (M-W 10-21, Th-Sa 1022, Su 11-20) are centred on Jesuitenplatz,
running from the last week of November until
December 22. The dormers of the Rathaus
form an Advent calendar. Ask KoblenzTouristik about Saturday Christmas tours in
English during Advent.
Food
The Münzplatz and Am Plan precincts offer
a variety of eating options, including outdoor
service. Guarida (tel 0261-91469800, M-Th
17.30-23, F-Su 12-23) at An der Liebfrauen
kirche 19 offers a locally popular blend of tapas,
salads, meat, fish and vegetarian dishes. For
atmosphere, there is Restaurant im Pegelhaus
(tel 0261-91489644, M & W-F 17-22, Sa 1222, Su 12-21) in the 17th century crane house
on the Rhine promenade at Konrad-AdenauerUfer 1, which has an unmatched view of
Festung 

Ehrenbreitstein from its atrium.
On the menu are salads, fish and steak, with
courses mostly under €28.
El Castillo (Tu-Th 11.30-21.30, F-Sa 11.3022.30, tel 0261-2016999) at Schloßstraße 51 is
a bistro and tapas bar with lots of dishes and
salads under €12, meat courses and fish under
€16 and a variety of snack items. Cafe Extrablatt (M-Sa 8.30-late, Su 9-late) Marktstraße
6 at Am Plan, has a mix of light courses and
pizzas under €10 and serves breakfast.
Meet & drink
Grand Café at Kurfürstliches Schloß
(W-Su 14-18) serves coffee, beer and wine,
exploiting the outdoor garden of the palace’s
Rhine terrace. Kulturcafé K3 (M-Su 10-19)
at Forum Confluentes has coffee and a drinks
selection.
Accommodation
A basic formula is available at Ibis Koblenz
City (tel 0261-30240), at Rizzastraße 42 north
of Bahnhofplatz, has singles/doubles with
all facilities starting at €68.50 and breakfast
€12. Rooms are airconditioned with free
WLAN. Walk 300m north on Bahnhofstraße.
The small but central Hotel National
(tel 0261-14194, www.nationalhotel.de/en),
Roonstraße 47, has basic singles with shared
facilities starting at €39.50 and singles/
doubles with private facilities from €52.50/74.
Breakfast is €6.50 and WLAN access
is a vailable. Walk 150m north from the
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Hauptbahnhof on Bahnhofstraße.
Trip Inn City Hotel Hamm Koblenz City
(tel 0261-303210, tripinn-hotels.com/koblenz),
St-Josef-Straße 32, is a three-star offer
ing about 500m south of the Hauptbahnhof.
Singles/doubles/triples with full facilities start
at €70/87/131 and free WLAN is in rooms.
The highly rated buffet breakfast is €10 and
basement parking is €10 a day. Take bus 5 to
Sachsenstraße.
The intimate Hotel Jan van Werth (tel
0261-36500, www.hoteljanvanwerth.de/#),
Von-Werth-Straße 9, offers a mixture of singles/
doubles with shared (€47/62) or private
(€56/82) facilities with breakfast, payable in

cash or by EC card. Free WLAN and bicycle
storage are available. Walk 500m north from
Bahnhofsplatz on Bahnhofstraße.
A Rhine view is available from Diehls
Hotel (tel 0261-97070, www.diehls-hotel.de),
situated opposite the Altstadt and below
Festung Ehrenbreitstein at Rheinsteigufer 1.
Singles/doubles with private facilities start
at €84/98, connecting rooms are available
and third beds come at a €35 surcharge. The
breakfast buffet is €13. WLAN and parking
are free. Take buses 8-10 to Kapuzinerplatz/
Fähre.
The small Hotel Hommen (tel 026183321, www.hotel-hommen.de), north of the

centre city at Wallersheimer Weg 40 in Lützel,
offers singles/doubles/triples with private
facilities at €60/83/103. The breakfast buffet is
€6.50, WLAN and parking free. Take bus 356
to Henriette-Sonntag-Straße.
Jugendherberge Koblenz (tel 0261972870) is part of the Ehrenbreitstein fortress
complex across the river from the Altstadt. The
family-friendly hostel offers beds with break
fast in multi-bed rooms at €24 and in twobed rooms at €29.50 (children 4-14 half-rate,
children up to 3 free). Single beds are €36.
Take bus 9, N9 or 10 to Festungsaufzug/DJH
and use the rail lift (Schrägaufzug, €3/1.50 for
hostel guests).

A 13th century archepiscopal castle on a site above the Rhine opposite
the Lahnstein river junction, about 6km south of Koblenz, was left
in ruins by the 1688 French invasion. The city of Koblenz took over
the site and, after the Prussian takeover, granted it to the crown prince
Friedrich Wilhelm, later the king Friedrich Wilhelm IV, who had a
Romantic vision that anticipated Neuschwanstein. Following the current
fashion, the prince had Karl Friedrich Schinkel design Schloß Stolzen
fels (Feb-mid Mar & Nov Sa-Su 10-17, mid Mar-Oct Tu-Su 10-18,
€5/3 with 45-minute indoor tour, families €10) as a palatial Neogothic
residence. Friedrich August Stüler managed the building and Peter
Joseph Lenné laid out the castle gardens and surrounding park, bringing
a touch of Prussia to the Rhine. In 1842 the new castle was opened
with medieval-style ceremony. The showpiece Rittersaal is not large
but shows Romanticised touches such as vaulted ceilings, armour and
weapons. Queen Victoria visited the castle when the chapel was opened
a few years later. The castle is part of the UNESCO heritage area and a
thorough renovation was completed in 2011. The tour is in German but
English notes are available. The walk up is a challenge, taking 20-30
minutes. Take bus 670 to Stolzenfels or see Personenschiffahrt Merkel
bach in the Cruises section. Picture © haveseen, 123RF.com
The castle Marksburg (www.marksburg.de/en), 170m above Braubach, is one of
Germany’s most faithfully preserved medieval fortifications – thanks to its never
having been taken by attack and a lack of resources to update it at critical stages
in its history. The emperor Heinrich IV was said to have sheltered in the keep. Its
earliest materials are 12th century and it provides an excellent example of how the
design features of medieval castles worked defensively. The castle, with a superb
command of the Rhine, passed through several lordships over eight centuries,
being successively built outwards, and owes its present name to the vaulted and
painted 14th century chapel of St Markus inside. The castle is now owned by the
Deutsche Burgenvereinigung, an organisation devoted to the study of fortifications.
Displays of armour, torture instruments and a kitchen complement the cham
bers. The castle (mid Mar-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-mid Mar M-Su 11-16, except
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day) is open for hourly 50-minute tours only (€8/6,
families €19). Tours in English (at 13.00 and 16.00 in summer) or other major lan
guages are available, or check for vacancies on pre-booked tours (tel 02627-206).
At other times, visitors can accompany the many German-language tours with a
guide leaflet. The castle is easily reached by KD Rheinschiffahrt cruise ships from
Koblenz, hourly VIAS rail services or bus 570 from Koblenz, all of which run to
Braubach station. The Marksburgbahn tourist shuttle train (single €3/3, return €5/4,
families €16) departs from the pub terrace at the river end of Rheinstraße 200m
away. The signposted trail climb from Hahnweg is demanding but the walk down
is not difficult. The castle has a shop, cafeteria and picnic terrace.
The 16th century palace Schloß Philippsburg
was built in Braubach by the count Philipp II von
Hessen-Rheinfels as a residence for his wife Anna
Elisabeth and was completed in 1571. It was a more
accessible and comfortable alternative to Marksburg
above, built onto the then town wall. Large parts of
the impressive Renaissance half-timbered palace fell
into disrepair and the main wing was demolished
early in the 19th century. The palace’s outer curtain
wall and towers were later lost to the Rhine railway.
It is now a research institution (M-F 8.30-17) for a
division of the Deutsche Burgenvereinigung with
archives, drawings and online resources devoted to
European castles.
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